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Forget the overwhelming concreting books that don't make a big impact in the practical field
when it comes to inspecting concrete.If you want to make a perfect concrete structure by
inspecting every phase properly, The Concrete Inspection Guidelines is the blueprint.This step-
by-step guide teaches:* How to be prepared before concreting to make sure you have
everything to do the concrete work (pre-pour checklist).* How to ensure safety on the
construction project. So that nothing unexpected happens during concreting.* How to make sure
the concrete members are being built as per drawing and specification.* How to inspect
concrete during pouring (concrete pour checklist).* How to inspect concrete after pouring (post
concrete inspection).
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Liton Biswas. All Right Reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic
or mechanical methods, or by any information storage and retrieval system without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of very brief quotations embodied in
critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.Disclaimer:
The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for every situation. This work is
sold with the understanding that the Author and Publisher are not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting, or other professional services. Neither the Author nor the Publisher shall be liable for
damages arising here from. The fact that an organization or website is referred to in this work as
a citation or a potential source of further information does not mean that the Author or the
Publisher endorses the information that the organization or website may provide or
recommendations it may make. Further, readers should be aware that internet websites listed in
this work may have changed or disappeared between when this work was written and when it is
read.This book is a part of .Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter One: Pre-concreting
inspectionChapter Two: Inspection Guidelines During ConcretingChapter Three: Post-concreting
inspection guidelinesThe EndNoteAbout the authorIntroductionYou don’t have to read
overwhelming concreting books. A handy checklist and a short guideline are enough for
controlling the quality of Concrete.In today's world, most of the high-rise buildings are RCC
framed structure building. We, as building construction professionals, are always needed to
inspect various concreting members in our day to day construction activities. Either you are a
construction supervisor or a civil engineer or a building owner, this book will help you to build a
quality concrete structure.Concrete inspection is done in three Phases - before concreting,
during concreting and after concreting. So, I designed this guideline based on these three
Phases.I cover one phase in a chapter. After describing what to inspect in every phase, I
included a handy checklist at the end of each chapter. So that you can get the whole idea in a
checklist and if you don't understand anything in the checklist, you always have the option to
read the guidelines.Chapter One: Pre-concreting inspectionBefore start pouring concrete, we
need to make concrete formwork. If the member is RCC then we need to complete the
reinforcement work before start to pouring concrete.So, in this stage, you actually need to
inspect three things -FormworkReinforcement, andThe preparation for concretingFormwork
Inspection GuidelinesFormwork is done to keep the concrete in shape. The shape of formwork
depends on the shape of the RCC member. For example, If you want to construct a rectangular
column then the concrete form should be rectangular. If you want to construct a rounded column
then the concrete form should be round.In a building, we normally do concrete in footing,
column, beam, Slab, RCC wall, and ancillary works like lintel, false slab, drop wall, etc. All of
these RCC members required formwork. Concrete formwork should be built in such a way that it



can resist loads of workers during working and concreting as well as loads of concrete and
reinforcements.Failing formworks take lives and left many others injured. It also increases the
cost of the project and delays the project completion time. So, proper inspection is really
important for concrete formwork. So that it will not displace and easily can remove after the
concrete is hardened.Formwork inspection can slightly differ for different RCC members. But
most of the things are the same. Follow the guidelines below to properly inspect concrete
formworks in a building construction project.Formwork MaterialsWhichever materials you use for
making concrete formwork, no matter, the materials should be capable enough to withstand the
concrete’s load as well as loads of workers. Steel and wooden shuttering materials are mostly
used for making concrete formwork. You need to take care of the following things while
inspecting formwork materials -There should not be any crack in the wood.The thickness of
wooden plunk should not be less than 1½”.The thickness of buttons used for joining wooden
planks should not be less than 2”.If it is steel shutters, the joints should be welded properly.The
thickness of plain sheets used for making steel shutter shouldn’t be less than 18 gauge for
columns and 20 gauge for slab and beam. Less than that has a possibility to be bent when
concrete is poured.Size and Shape of Concrete FormConcrete forms depend on the size and
shape of RCC members. Obviously, the concrete form for the column is different than the form of
the footing. Different types of RCC members require different types of formwork. So, inspecting
concrete formwork can be slightly different.The inner dimension of a concrete form should be
the same as the outer dimension of the RCC member. So, when inspecting, check the inside
dimension of the concrete form. For example, When inspection formwork of an isolated footing,
first check the footing dimension in the drawing then check the inner dimension of the formwork
as exactly the dimension of footing.Similarly, when inspecting beam, column, slab or any other
RCC member, check the size of formwork (inside) if it’s as your desired RCC member size. You
will need a measuring tape to check the size of forms.Straightness of form:A concrete form
should be truly straight both vertically and horizontally. Checking the straightness of concrete
form is slightly different for different RCC member. However, you just need to check the
straightness of the formwork using a plumb bob and/or rope.
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planks should not be less than 2”.If it is steel shutters, the joints should be welded properly.The
thickness of plain sheets used for making steel shutter shouldn’t be less than 18 gauge for
columns and 20 gauge for slab and beam. Less than that has a possibility to be bent when
concrete is poured.Size and Shape of Concrete FormConcrete forms depend on the size and
shape of RCC members. Obviously, the concrete form for the column is different than the form of
the footing. Different types of RCC members require different types of formwork. So, inspecting
concrete formwork can be slightly different.The inner dimension of a concrete form should be
the same as the outer dimension of the RCC member. So, when inspecting, check the inside
dimension of the concrete form. For example, When inspection formwork of an isolated footing,
first check the footing dimension in the drawing then check the inner dimension of the formwork
as exactly the dimension of footing.Similarly, when inspecting beam, column, slab or any other
RCC member, check the size of formwork (inside) if it’s as your desired RCC member size. You
will need a measuring tape to check the size of forms.Straightness of form:A concrete form
should be truly straight both vertically and horizontally. Checking the straightness of concrete
form is slightly different for different RCC member. However, you just need to check the
straightness of the formwork using a plumb bob and/or rope.Placement of concrete form:The
Concrete form needs to be placed where the RCC member will be built. Study the structural and
architectural drawing combinedly to find out the dimension for placing concrete form. Inspecting
the placement of concrete form is very essential especially for footing and column. Because, if
the footing and column are displaced then your whole building will be displaced.Water tightness
of concrete form:The concrete form should be watertight. So that cement slurry can't penetrate
through the joints of formwork. If the concrete form is made with wooden shutter materials, a thin
metal sheet should be used to watertight the joints of wooden planks.
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